Where Quality Craftsmanship Meets Exquisite Style

Coventry and the Alside Exterior Design System
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Reinforced rolled-top
nailing hem.
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Coventry’s heavy-duty
construction is fortified
with a rolled-top nailing
hem to provide an extra-strong
wall attachment. This design
enhancement increases the
overall stability of the panel and anchors it firmly to
the home’s exterior walls. In laboratory tests conducted
according to ASTM guidelines, Coventry achieved
hurricane-velocity wind resistance.
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Rigidity and strength.

Coventry Siding shown in Tuscan Clay (above).

Once it’s installed, the finished look makes a substantial
statement about the quality of your siding. With
Coventry, wall lines will be straight with the panels
lying neat and flat. The siding’s rigid construction
also helps to hide imperfections in the exterior walls,
resulting in a truly refined appearance.

From the first glance, you may be drawn
to Coventry for its elegant appearance and
handsomely crafted detail. Yet, it’s also
important to consider the siding’s durability
and strength. How will it hold up after
years of exposure to strong winds, pounding
rain, extreme temperatures and other harsh
outdoor elements?
Performance-engineered for superb
durability, Coventry incorporates essential
design features to deliver outstanding
protection for your home. Each panel
is infused with rigidity and structural
integrity to ensure crisp, smooth wall lines
and a beautifully uniform appearance.

Add even greater distinction with Alside’s
Exterior Design System – a coordinated
collection of easy-care trim products for
every accent area.
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Rooflines, corners, windows and door frames – some
elements deserve special treatment. Enhancing these
areas can give your home a custom finished look
while letting your individual style shine through. Our
Trimworks® collection of decorative trim and accents
– along with shakes, scallops and other ornamental
panels – makes it easy to achieve a flawless finish. All
options are fully color-coordinated with Coventry siding.

Coventry features a durable .042" panel thickness and five versatile profiles.
Pertains to Coventry by Alside Vinyl Siding
Consult the VSI website at www.vinylsiding.org

Versatile siding options.

Warranty information.
Coventry by Alside and Alside accessories
are backed by lifetime limited warranties.
Copies of the warranties are available by
writing to:
Alside Warranty Department
PO Box 2010, Akron, Ohio 44309

for a current list of certified products and colors.

Coventry offers a wide variety of options when
designing your home’s exterior. With five different
profiles to choose from and a full selection of decorative
trim and accessories, you can create exactly the look
you desire. Choose from double 4" clapboard, double
4" dutch lap, double 5" clapboard, double 5" dutch
lap and triple 3" clapboard in 15 inviting colors.

Alside PO Box 2010 Akron, Ohio 44309
1-800-922-6009 www.alside.com
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Exterior products of
exceptional quality and value.

®

Coventry by Alside. Classic Beauty with Modern Practicality
Colors that bring your home to life.
From pristine Glacier White to warm Tuscan Clay, our ample
color palette lets you create a color scheme that reflects your
personal taste and lifestyle.

In Coventry, you have found the ideal exterior for your
home. This handsomely crafted and versatile siding

ColorConnect® Color Matching System.

expertly combines the beautiful detail of natural wood

Glacier White

Antique Parchment

Natural Linen

Platinum Gray

Cape Cod Gray

Mystic Blue

Coastal Sage

Juniper Ridge

Adobe Cream

Colonial Ivory

Maple

Monterey Sand

Vintage Wicker

Tuscan Clay

with the easy-care luxury of premium vinyl.
Today’s vinyl siding is better
than ever.
With innovative designs and advanced
technology, today’s vinyl siding is achieving
new heights in style and performance.
Luxurious color formulations and faithful
reproductions of authentic woodgrains
recreate the distinctive beauty of freshly
painted wood while leaving the timeconsuming maintenance behind. Featuring
five exquisite profiles and a wide array of
colors, Coventry by Alside® offers everything
you need to create a home exterior of
exceptional quality and value.

Coventry Siding shown in Glacier White (above).

Coventry’s low-gloss
finish and natural
cedargrain texture
recreate the distinctive
allure of freshly
painted wood.

When you find the perfect color, you want it just right.
Our ColorConnect system will help you achieve a precise
color-match for all the exterior products you choose.
Siding, soffit, trim, fascia, accessories, rainware, gutter
coil and trim coil are painstakingly produced in matching
colors to ensure a beautiful finish for your home.

With ColorConnect, there’s no need to worry about
siding and trim that almost match. The exquisite color
formulations are tested and true – all you have to do
is choose!

Storm

Coventry Siding shown in Platinum Gray (above).

Note: Colors are as accurate as printing techniques allow. Make final color selections using
actual vinyl samples.

Simple upkeep.
An exterior for your home that’s
as functional as it is beautiful.
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While Coventry’s warm and welcoming
ambiance captures your attention, there’s
much more to this impressive siding
that makes it an excellent choice for
your home.
Coventry’s solid vinyl construction is
built to withstand almost anything
Mother Nature can dish out. Each panel
is solid vinyl color through and through,
so it won’t chip, flake and blister like
painted surfaces and won’t rot or warp
due to moisture. Unlike metal sidings,
Coventry resists denting from impact,
maintaining an attractive finish that will
stand the test of time.

®

The annual chores of maintaining
your home’s exterior will be a thing
of the past. With Coventry, there’s
no time-consuming upkeep that’s
often required with wood siding.
Coventry will retain its fresh-looking
appearance with very little effort –
just an occasional rinse with your
garden hose will remove most
airborne dust and dirt.

An eco-friendly choice.

Protecting your investment.

As a sustainable product with a long
service life, vinyl siding is environmentally
responsible in several ways. In addition
to conserving wood and other natural
resources often used for building materials,
vinyl siding helps reduce the deposit of
paint, stain and maintenance-related
materials into the solid waste stream
because it never needs to be painted.

A home can be a substantial investment,
as well as a source of personal pride.
Upgrading your home with a beautiful,
low-maintenance exterior not only will
increase its curb appeal, but also can
improve its resale value. For many
people, an easy-care, durable exterior
is an attractive amenity when purchasing
a home.

Coventry Siding shown in Monterey Sand (left).
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ChromaTrue helps make Coventry better with ASA weatherable polymers
which provide superior fade resistance and better performance on darker colors.

Coventry Siding shown in Vintage Wicker (above).
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